Edge-based color image segmentation

State of the art
A lot of research has been done recently to tackle the color edge detection problem can be divided into three parts as follows Ruzon & Tomasi (2001) Macaire (2004) takes back this classification and enriched it by a new category. This new category regroups methods based on vector gradient computed on single channel image called single channel methods.
Single channel methods
These methods perform the grayscale edge detection (Sobel, Prewitt, Kirsch, Robinson, etc.) on single channel. Often, luminance channel is used. These methods prove to be efficient when the levels of luminance of the pixels representing objects are enough to differentiate them.
Output fusion methods
Output fusion appears to be the most popular. These methods perform the grayscale edge detection on each channel and then the results are combined to produce the final edge map www.intechopen.com New Robust Obstacle Detection System using Color Stereo Vision 281 using simple logical/arithmetical operations (i.e. OR Fan, Yau, Elmagarmid & Aref (2001) Fan, Aref, Hacid & Elmagarmid (2001) , AND, majority-voting, a summation Heddley & Yan (1992) , a weighted sum Nevatia (1977) Carron & Lambert (1994) Carron & Lambert (1995) ). Nevatia Nevatia (1977) developed the first output fusion method, in which he extended the Hueckel operator Hueckel (1971) to color edges. Shiozaki Shiozaki (1986) weighted the results of his entropy operator by the relative amounts of each channel at a pixel. Malowany and Malowany Malowany & Malowany (1989) added absolute values of Laplacien outputs. Carron and Lambert computed edge strength using a weighted sum over each component in Carron & Lambert (1994) and extension using fuzzy sets in Carron & Lambert (1995) on HSI color space. Weeks et al. Weeks et al. (1995) combined edges found in the H, S and I components of a color image. Alberto-Salinas et al. Salinas et al. (1996) have proposed a more sophisticated approach. The Canny operator Canny (1986) is applied to each channel then regularization is used as a way to fuse the outputs.
Multidimensional gradient methods
Multidimensional gradient methods are characterized by a single estimate of the orientation and strength of an edge at a point. Robinson suggest to compute 24 directional derivatives (8 neighbors × 3 components) and chose the one with the highest magnitude as the gradient. The most known multidimensional gradient method have been defined by Di Zenzo DiZenzo (1986) . Di Zenzo gives formulas for computing the magnitude and direction of the gradient (which, for color images, is a tensor) given the directional derivatives in each channel. A 2 × 2 matrix is formed from the outer product of the gradient vector in each component. These matrices are summed together, noted S. The square root of the principal eigenvalue represents the magnitude of the gradient. The corresponding eigenvector yields the gradient direction. Di Zenzo showed howto compute this gradient using the Sobel operator, but he did not detect edges directly. Cumani Cumani (1991) is the first to have use multidimensional gradients for detecting edges. Chapron Chapron (1992) Chapron (1997) used the Canny-Deriche gradient in each component. The DempsterShafer theory is used in Chapron (2000) for fusing the gradients. Others have developed distinctly different approaches. Moghaddemzadeh and Bourbakis Moghaddamzadeh & Bourbakis (1995) Moghaddamzadeh et al. (1998) used a normalized hue contrast in the HSI color space to compensate for low saturations. Tsang and Tsang Tsang & Tsang (1996) Tsang & Tsang (1997) used a heuristic choice of component gradients in HSV color space. Macaire et al. Macaire et al. (1996) used relaxation on the normalized Sobel gradient to classify pixels. Finally, Scharcanski and Venetsanopoulos Scharcanski & Venetsanopoulos (1997) averaged color vectors together before computing directional derivatives and a gradiant.
Vector methods
The first research works into vector methods has used differential geometry to determine the rate of change and corresponding direction at each pixel Chapron (1997) Zugaj & Lattuati (1998) . Other research has considered the use of probability distributions. In Machuca & Phillips (1983) , Machuca and Phillips defined the first vector method for color edge detection. They created onedimensional vectors, as they felt that color was useful only where grayscale edge detection failed. Huntsberger and Descalzi Huntsberger & Descalzi (1985) used fuzzy membership values. Pietikainen and Harwood Pietikainen & Harwood (1986) used histograms of vector differences. Yang and Tsai Yang & Tsai (1996) and Tao and Huang Tao & Huang (1997) used vector projections. Trahanias and Venetsanopoulos Trahanias & Venetsanopoulos (1996) used the median of a set of vectors. Djuric and Fwu Djuric & Fwu (1997) found edges using the MAP (maximum a posteriori) rule. Fotinos et al. suggest the use of relative entropy as a dissimilarity measure between a local probability distribution and that of a homogenous region. Ruzon and Tomasi Ruzon & Tomasi (2001) suggest the use of color signatures generated using vector quantization. Wen et al. Wen et al. (2002) used a vector difference.
• Simplicity: OR operation can be easily implemented on dedicated architecture • Real time constraint: OR operation is a fast solution which enables color-declivity to be fast also • Binary output of declivity operation: as a logical operator, OR operator is more appropriate than arithmetic ones; note that AND operator is not appropriate for segmentation of real road scenes Declivity is defined as a set of consecutive pixels in an image line whose amplitudes are a strictly monotonous function of their positions Miché & Debrie (1995) 
where (see Fig. 1 ):
• x i represents the coordinate of its first pixel in the image line • x i+1 represents the coordinate of its last pixel in the image line 
where I(x) indicates the gray level value of the pixel at position x. In order to have an accurate disparity map, efficient locations of declivities are essential. The position of a declivity is calculated using the mean position of the declivity points weighted by the gradients squared. This quadratic form is well suited to irregular extended edges, i.e. spread over several pixels with a variable slope as it may result from the effect of non-filtered noise, and it enables the real position of edges to be computed with sub-pixel precision. 
E c is the set of relevant declivities of channel c in an image line. In this proposed edge detection technique, the optimal threshold T c is self-adaptive as described in subsection 2.3. Edge results for the three color components are integrated throught the following fusion rule:
( )
The pixel is classified as the edge pixel if and only if at least one of its three color components is detected as an edge and E(rd(X i )) is set to 1, otherwise, it is classified as a non-edge pixel and E(rd(X i )) is set to 0. These obtained color edges can provide a simplified image that preserves the domain geometric structures and spatial relationships found in the original image. Finally, each color-declivity is characterized by the following attributes: • its set Ω i which contains the numbers of channels in which declivities have been extracted. There are 8 possible sets Ω for color image. For example, Ω = {1, 2,3}, or Ω = {1,3}, or Ω = {2}, ... 
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The proposed structure of color declivity has the following advantages. It can be used for any color spaces and for any hybrid color spaces. It can also be extended to multi-spectral images.
Self-adaptive thresholding
Based on both the taxonomy of thresholding algorithms presented in Sankur & Sezgin (2004) and our previous works Miché & Debrie (1995) , a self-adaptive thresholding is defined as follows:
where σ c is the standard deviation of the component of a white noise which is supposed to be Gaussian. It is deduced from the histogram of amplitude variations of pixels in an image line on channel c. In Miché & Debrie (1995) , α is fixed to 5.6 for gray level image line in order to reject 99.5% of increments due to noise.
α equal to 5.6 is not appropriate for color edges segmentation, because over segmentation is
is computed in order to set threshold value for edge segmentation. FOM measurement Pratt (1977) is widely used to estimate performance of edge segmentation. It is defined by:
where N D is the number of detected edge points, N I is the number of ideal edge points (ground truth), d i is the edge deviation or error distance for the i th detected edge pixel and a is a scaling factor chosen to be a = 1 9
to provide a relative penalty between smeared edges and isolated, but offset, edges. A larger value of FOM corresponds to better performance, with 1 being a perfect result.
In order to evaluate color edges segmentation and to estimate α, FOM was computed based on original Lena image (see Fig. 2 ) and its ideal edge map provided by experts. The best segmentation of Lena image according to FOM definition is obtained for α equal to 8 (FOM = 0.88) (see Fig. 3 ). Values of α ∈ [6.4, 9.2] (FOM > 0.8) have been studied for edge segmentation of real color images of road scenes. After many tests α was fixed to 7.6. It corresponds to rejection of 99.98% increments due to noise supposed to be gaussian in color image. In order to evaluate its noise sensitivity, color edges segmentation has been performed using Lena image in which gaussian noise of different amplitude has been added (SNR ∈ [25, ∞[ dB) . Figure 2 shows that if SNR > 40dB, the edges segmentation obtained with α equal to 7.6 is almost as good as the best segmentation according to definition of Pratt's figure-of-merit.
Consequently, α equal to 7.6 is appropriate to standard color camera: as an example, color camera JAI CV-M91 features SNR > 54 dB.
Experimental results and discussion
For evaluating the real performance of the proposed color edge detector. It has been tested on synthetic and real road scenes. A comparison is accomplished between our color operator and the declivity operator to estimate the color improvment. For providing more convincing performance, the proposed color edge detector has been compared to variant of color Canny operator. Fig. 4 (a) shows a synthetic image consisting of three different color squares of similar intensity in a grid pattern and Fig. 5 (a) shows a synthetic road scene. When a color version of the Canny operator and color-declivity operator are able to detect the borders between the squares (see Fig. 4(b) and Fig. 4(d) , respectively), the declivity operator is not able to detect any edges (see Fig. 4(c) ). We remark that all edges are not detected by declivity operator (Especially, border between both vehicles on Fig. 5(c) ) while with color variant of Canny operator, we succeed in detecting these edges (see Fig. 5(b) ). On the other hand, positions of edges detected with color variant of Canny operator are less accurate particularly in the intersections of edges (see Fig. 4(b) and Fig. 5(b) ). The color declivity succeeds in extracting edges correctly with a very good precision particularly in the case of the intersections of edges (see Fig. 4(d) and Fig. 5(d) ). So we proposed a new operator for color edges detection which takes advantage of color information and advantages of declivity operator (accuracy and auto-adaptivity). To be able to estimate the contribution of color information, we decide to push comparison between declivity operator and color-declivity operator. For this purpose, we use the Middlebury database Scharstein & Szeliski (2002) . Table 1 shows that the novel approach extracts more edge points than the former one. In Fig. 7(f) , edge points extracted in gray level Cones image but not in color Cones image are superimposed in color Cones image. These results can be justified by: 1. Edge positions have not been correctly computed. This is due to pixels of adjacent different colored objects which feature strictly monotonous gray level values. Fig. 8 illustrates this phenomenon. In this case, two edge segments are correctly extracted using color declivity, whereas only one edge segment is extracted in gray level image. As a consequence, the position of the extracted edge segment does not correspond to position of actual edge.
2. Amplitudes of color declivity and its correspond on gray level are not the same. α is equal to 7.6 for color image and 5.6 for gray level image. The edge points extracted in gray level image but not in color image correspond to edges which have an amplitude between 5.6× σ and 7.6× σ. Infact, lower value of α for gray level image is a compromise which enables not to reject too much gray level edges and not to extract too much noise. In Fig. 7 (e), edge points extracted in color Cones image but not in gray level Cones image are superimposed in color Cones image. These edge points extracted by color-declivity are relevant for scene understanding. In addition to better positioning of color declivity for particular case explained in point 1., color enables to face problems of: 3. Metamerism: metamerism is observed if different colored objects reflect the same amount of light. Examples of colors which have the same gray level value in gray level image are presented in Fig. 9 . Edges of adjacent different colored objects which reflect the same intensity are robustly extracted in color image, while they are not extracted in gray level image. Gray level edges segmentation problem due to metamerism is illustrated in Fig. 4 . The case of the Fig. 9(b) is very interesting. We see that a shade of the red, the green and the blue be able to have an intensity in gray level equal to 127. So, the edges point separating both vehicles on the road having these colors will not be discerned by the declivity (see Fig. 5 (c)) 4. Adjacent different colored objects which reflect almost the same intensity: using color process, the amplitude of relevant color declivity is greater than 7.6 × σ. In this particular case, its corresponding in graylevel process have an amplitude smaller than 5.6 × σ.
As a conclusion, color edges segmentation based on color-declivity is more robust and reliable than gray level edges segmentation based on declivity. Note also that the proposed definition of color declivity can be used for any color spaces and for any hybrid color spaces. We can also extend color-declivity to multi-spectral images. 
Color matching
State of the art
Introduction of different stereo correspondence algorithms can be found in the survey by Scharstern and Szeliski Scharstein & Szeliski (2002) and the one by Brown et al. Brown & Hager (2003) . Matching approaches can be divided into local and global methods depending on their optimization strategy Brown & Hager (2003) .
Local methods
Local methods can be very efficient but they are sensitive to locally ambiguous regions in images. They fall into three categories:
• Block matching Banks & Corke (2001): Search for maximum match score or minimum error over small region, typically using variants of cross-correlation or robust rank metrics. These methods are very suitable for dense matching and conceivable in realtime. We have a correct matching in the case of a light vertical displacement between stereoscopic pair. These algorithms always provide a matching result even in the case of an occlusion which implicates a false matching. They are also little accurate on zones with not enough textures and sensitive to depth discontinuity. • Gradient methods Twardowski et al. (2004) : Minimize a functional, typically the sum of squared differences, over a small region. These methods has a correct matching in the case of a light vertical displacement between stereoscopic pair. They are little accurate on zones with few texture or too texture and sensitive to depth discontinuity. They give a poor results with scenes which have a large disparity. 
Global methods
Global methods can be less sensitive to locally ambiguous regions in images, since global constraints provide additional support for regions difficult to match locally. They fall into six categories:
• Dynamic programming Bensrhair et al. (1996) Deng & Lin (2006) : Determine the disparity surface for a scanline as the best path between two sequences of ordered primitives. Typically, order is defined by the epipolar ordering constraint. These methods have a good matching in the case of zones with not enough textures. They resolve the problems of the matching in the case of occlusions. Nevertheless, a light vertical displacement between stereoscopic pair misleads the matching. In the case of a local error of matching, this error is spread throughout the research line.
• Graph cuts Veksler (2007) : Determine the disparity surface as the minimum cut of the maximum flow in a graph. The disparity map obtained with these methods is more accurate than that obtained by the dynamic programming. These methods have tendency to flatten objects on the disparity map. They consume too much computation time and as a result it is not possible to use them for real-time application. • Intrinsic curves: Map epipolar scanlines to intrinsic curve space to convert the search problem to a nearest-neighbors lookup problem. Ambiguities are resolved using dynamic programming. • Nonlinear diffusion: Agregate support by applying a local diffusion process.
•
Belief propagation: Solve for disparities via message passing in a belief network.
Correspondenceless methods: Deform a model of the scene based on an objective function.
Color matching based on dynamic programming
The matching problem based on dynamic programming can be summarized as finding an optimal path on a two-dimensional graph whose vertical and horizontal axes respectively represent the color declivities of a left line and the color declivities of the stereocorresponding right line. Axes intersections are nodes that represent hypothetical colordeclivity associations. Optimal matches are obtained by the selection of the path which corresponds to a maximum value of a global gain. The matching algorithm consists of three steps:
Step 1 , l) ; L(j, l)) satisfies the geometric constraint if 0 < X cRi -X cLj < disp max . disp max is the maximum possible disparity value; it is adjusted according to the length of the baseline and the focal length of the cameras.
Step 2. Hypothetical color-declivity associations (constructed in step 1) which validate nonreversal constraint in color-declivity correspondence are positioned on the 2D graph. Each node in the graph (i.e. hypothetical color-declivity association) is associated to a local gain (see subsection 3.3) which represents the quality of the declivity association. As a result, we obtain several paths from an initial node to a final node in the graph. The gain of the path, i.e., the global gain, is the sum of the gains of its primitive paths. This gain is defined as follows. Let G(e, f ) be the maximum gain of the partial path from an initial node to node (e, f ) , and let g(e, f , q, r) be the gain corresponding to the primitive path from node (e, f ) to node (q, r), which in fact, only depends on node (q, r). Finally, G(q, r) is computed as follows:
Step 3 
Based on (7) and (8), local gain is computed. Classic methods tend to minimize a cost function. The main difficulty with this approach is that the cost value can increase indefinitely, which affects the computation time of the algorithm. Contrary to classic methods, the gain function is a non-linear function which varies between 0 and a maximum self-adaptive value equal to:
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The gain function is computed 1. If there is a global (case 1), a left (case 2) or a right (case 3) color photometric similarity (i.e. a photometric similarity in each channel of color image). The gain function is computed to advantage global color photometric similarity compared to left or right similarity. 2. If monotonies of considered left and right color declivities are the same in each channel of Ω i,j . Due to different view of stereoscopic cameras, occlusions may occur. For example, background of left side of an object in left image may be occluded in right image. As a consequence, projections of a 3D point in color planes of the two cameras (declivities to be matched) may not be extracted in same channels. Then, Ω i,j is equal to Ω i ∪ Ω j . In the case of the example of occlusion, declivities to be matched have the same right photometric neighborhood. As a consequence, declivities in order to be matched must have the same monotony, otherwise it means that one of the edge point has not been extracted.
Experimental results and discussion
In Fig. 11 , Fig. 12 and table 1 color matching is compared to gray level matching. The MARS/PRESCAN database van der Mark & Gavrila (2006) 
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Ground plane estimation
In the previous sections we proved that color matching is more reliable than gray level matching in associating edge points. In this section we will show some of the consequences for a typical application of stereo vision in intelligent vehicles: ground plane estimation. Often, the v-disparity Labayrade et al. (2002) is used to estimate ground plane that allows to distinguish obstacles. The road surface of the synthetic images from MARS/PRESCAN database is flat van der Mark & Gavrila (2006) . They, to detect road surface, the Hough transformation is used to detect only a single dominant line feature. This line is then compared to the line found by the same method in the ground truth disparity image. The difference in angle between the two lines shows how ground plane estimation is affected by the quality of the disparity image. For all images from test sequence, the differences in ground plane angle is shown on Fig. 13(a) for color process and on Fig. 13(b) for grayscale process. With the first third of the stereo pairs of database, the ground plane is detected without error. From frame number 188, we diagnose errors in the detection of the angle of ground plane. Using sparse 3D map computed with color process, We improve the perfect detection of ground plane of 10%.
(a) (b) Fig. 13 . Error in ground plane angle estimation based on V-disparity using (a) color matching process, (b) graylevel process to compute 3D Sparse Map
Extraction of 3D edges of obstacle
Within the framework of road obstacle detection, road features can be classified into two classes: Non-obstacle and Obstacle. An obstacle is defined as something that obstructs or may obstruct the intelligent vehicle driving path. Vehicles, pedestrians, animals, security guardrails are examples of Obstacles. Lane markings, artifacts are examples of Nonobstacles. In order to detect obstacles, our laboratory has conceived an operator which extracts 3D edges of obstacle from disparity map Toulminet et al. (2004 ) Cabani et al. (2006b ) Cabani et al. (2006a Toulminet et al. (2006) . The extraction of the 3D edges of obstacles has been conceived as a cooperation of two methods:
• Method 1: this method selects 3D edges of obstacle by thresholding their disparity value; the threshold values are computed based on the detection of the road modeled by a plane. This method is sensitive to modeling and method used to detect the road (the v-disparity is used to detect road plane).
•
Method 2: this method selects 3D straight segments by thresholding their inclination angle with respect to the road plane; 3D straight segments are constructed based on disparity map. This method does not suffer from approximate modeling and detection of the road. But, the extraction of 3D edges of obstacle is sensitive to noise in disparity measurement. The cooperation of the two methods takes advantage of different sensitivity of the two methods in order to optimize robustness and reliability of the extraction of 3D edges of obstacle. The output of the cooperation is a set of 3D points labeled as • Edge of obstacle: extracted by the cooperation process or extracted by one of the two methods.
• Edge of non obstacle: not extracted.
Experimental results and discussion
In Fig. 14, the number of point of 3D edges of obstacle using color process is compared to number of point of 3D edges of obstacle using grayscale process obtained from MARS/PRESCAN database which is composed of 326 stereo images. Using color process, we succeed in extracting on average 20% of more points of 3D edges of obstacle. This contribution is very significant and is very important for a possible classification of obstacles in future works. The mean computation time for obstacle detection step is 31 ms. This important number of point of 3D edges of obstacle is owed in most cases in:
• Color declivity operator extract more relevant declivities (See subsection 2.4) • Color matching is more robust in associating edge points (See subsection 3.4).
•
For obstacle detection, method 1 depend on precision of plane road detection. In subsection 4.1, we prove that using 3D sparse map obtained with color process, the ground plane is detected more precisely. Finally, we present in Fig. 15 an example of experimental results obtained on urban images acquired by our color stereo vision system Cabani et al. (2006a )Cabani et al. (2006b . The stereo vision system features 52 cm between the two optical centers and 8 mm of focal length of the lenses. Stereoscopic images have been acquired and registered on disc at the format of 768×574×24 bits at the rate of 5Hz (10 images per second). They have been processed at the format of 384×287×24 bits using a Pentium Centrino 1.73 GHz with 1 GByte memory using Windows XP. For sequences of Fig. 15 , the stereo vision system was static. Table 3 . Computation time of obstacle detection on real road scene acquired by our color stereo vision system. These stages have been acquired during daylight; they represent walking pedestrians and cars driving at low speed. In table 3, the mean computation time for each step of obstacle detection is presented. The total computation time of extraction of 3D edges of obstacle is equal to 170 ms. Therefore, our color stereo vision system works on quasi-real time (6 Hz).
Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented a color stereo vision-based approach for road obstacle detection. A self-adaptive color operator called color-declivity is presented. It extracts relevant edges in stereoscopic images. Edges are self-adaptively matched based on dynamic programming algorithm. Then, 3D edges of obstacle are extracted from constructed disparity map. These processes have been tested using Middlebury and MARS/PRESCAN databases. To test performance of the proposed approaches they have been compared to gray level-based ones and the improvement is highlighted. Comparing the result obtained from the color stereo vision system to gray level stereo visions system initially conceived Bensrhair et al. (2002) Toulminet et al. (2006) , we verified that more declivities are extracted and matched; and percentage of correct color matching is higher than the corresponding gray-level based matching. In addition, color matching is little sensitive to the intensity variation. Consequently, it is not necessary to obtain and maintain precise online color calibration. Within the Driving Assistance Domain, color information presents an very important advantage. The extraction of ground plane is more accurate and the number of 3D edges of obstacles is more important. Finally, color-based extraction of 3D edges of obstacle has been tested on real road scenes. It works on quasi-real time (6 Hz). The future work will focus to optimize computation time.
In fact, extraction edges based on color declivity and color matching based on dynamic programming can be parallelized because these processes are executed line by line.
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